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Puncturing a police officer or a security guard is a serious crime and punishable by up to 5 years in the federal slammer. Its not worth it. For lesser violations you can usually just be fined a few hundred dollars (called a civil infraction), but if youve done something like that, your chances of ever visiting a
federal slammer goes up, and thats a real risk and shouldnt be taken lightly. There are a couple ways to reduce the risk of getting caught with a knife. One way is to reduce your chances of getting caught in the first place. Since theres often a police officer or security guard at most surplus stores, I suggest
bypassing the surplus store altogether. Salespeople in surplus stores are often in a rush and may just be in the thrall of a regular customer, and they may not notice you stealing as much as they might notice another customer. Just go to the store and shop for a few minutes to get your knife and leave as
soon as its paid for (if its still on the shelf). Another way is to buy and take home a knife that doesnt look the same as one of the ones for sale. For instance, buy a knife with a tactical handle designed to be held with a single hand. Another way is to buy a folding knife or a folder with only half a blade (5.5

inches or less) for carry, so you have less of a chance of getting caught. Thus the average Texas citizen in Texas can buy an illegal knife with a 5.5 inch blade in a surplus store in Texas, but I wouldnt suggest it unless you plan on carrying the knife as a convicted felon. In Texas, your chances of being
caught with a knife are pretty high, and it is not worth it for your own peace of mind, or the peace of mind of your neighbors. If youre not going to carry the knife, dont carry one at all.
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